CLOUD READINESS ASSESSMENT

Build Your Cloud Transformation Roadmap
ConvergeOne knows how important it is for organizations
thinking about moving to the cloud, to align their business
goals and objectives, and this is why we believe in working with
the stakeholders to align the business with IT vision.
ConvergeOne’s Cloud Readiness Assessment offers
organizations the first step in Cloud adoption, discovery,
planning and cost which are essential in moving your
workloads to the cloud.
ConvergeOne can help accelerate cloud planning and
migration, gain insights into your environment, applications
and dependency mapping. We design the fundamental
migration path with an accurate cost analysis and operational
readiness.
By moving to the cloud, organizations can accelerate
innovation, provide high availability and scalability, free
up resources and lower overall IT costs. This leads to better
alignment between IT and the Organization with a decrease in
time from idea inception to delivery while driving better results.

Benefits of ConvergeOne’s Cloud
Assessment:
•

Provide ease, speed and accuracy of
moving to the cloud

•

Accelerate cloud adoption and
migration

•

Prioritize Applications for migration

•

Gain insights into the current
environment

•

Create the cloud roadmap, ensure
TCO is precise, and help accelerate
the migration process.

•

C1’s 5 step migration framework

What’s Included?
•

Gather insights into environment incl
Applications, Application mapping

•

TCO Analysis

•

Hypervisor Data collection

•

Create planning and migration
roadmap, define target state
architecture

•

C1’s Expert Cloud Engineers
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GET STARTED TODAY
ConvergeOne is here to help you succeed with a streamlined, data-driven approach to understand the costs,
benefits and process for migrating to the Cloud. Get started on this today by visiting
www.convergeone.com/services/cloud/c1mx.
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